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Abstract:
The poetry blanket was a blanket created by the fifth grade class at DeSoto
Elementary school where I student taught. Each student created a square for the blanket
about a particular poem that they studied. Each square represented a different poem. The
students were also required to write a three-paragraph paper about the poet and the poem.
This project includes copies of the students' papers, photographs of the students working
on the project and presenting their projects to the class, and the blanket itself.
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Rationale:
I chose to do a creative project for my departmental honors thesis. While student
teaching during the fall 2005, I created a poetry blanket with my student teaching class. I
student taught at DeSoto Elementary School in a fifth grade class. I chose to create this
blanket with the students because I thought that it was a fun and interactive way to learn
about poetry. I know that poetry tends to be an area that students do not enjoy learning
about, so I thought the students would be more excited about poetry by learning it this
way. The format of the project also gave the students a chance to choose their own
poem. This allowed the students to choose a topic of interest to them which made poetry
more meaningful to the students.

For my project each student studied a different poem. The students were required
to write a paper about their poem, create a quilt square for the poem, and present both to
the class. The paper contained information about the poet that the students researched
along with a summary of the poem and the meaning of the poem. After the students
created the quilt squares, I created the poetry blanket which was hung in the school. The
students spent four days of their reading time working on this project. The first day they
found their poems in the library. The second day I introduced the project and the
students began reading their poems, sketching their drawings for the square, and writing
their papers. The third day the students put their drawings on the quilt squares. The last
day the students presented their projects to the class.
This project was very important to both the students and me. I had the students
do this project during the first half of the semester. It was the first project that I assigned
the students, so it was a learning experience for me. The first rubric I created was used
for this project. I also learned about the importance of setting expectations for the
students and providing written directions for them. This project was important to the
students because it gave them an opportunity to read and critique a piece of work. They
not only had to say what the poem was about, but they also had to explain the theme or
meaning behind the poem. This challenged the students to think at a higher level which
is very beneficial for fifth graders. Because the students were able to choose their own
poem for the project, they were able pick something that was interesting to them or on
their level. This helped meet the needs of and appeal to all students. When students
enjoy what they are doing, they are more likely to do well which occurred with this
project. The project was also important because it involved different learning styles

which also helped meet the needs of all students. The students had to write a paper, draw
on the quilt square, and present them both orally to the class. Overall, this poetry project
was very valuable to the students and me.

Reflection:
I learned much and really enjoyed doing the poetry blanket with my student
teaching class. As stated above, I completed the project relatively early in the semester,
which was helpfuL I thought that it was a great activity for me to see the students'
personalities, work habits, and abilities early in the semester. I also enjoyed doing this
particular project because I chose to do something that I enjoy. I enjoy doing creative
crafts, such as making a blanket. It was fun for me to work with the students to create the
blanket. It was also great to display the blanket for my class and the entire school after it
was completed.
I also thought that this poetry project was a great learning experience for the
students. They had to do some research on their poet so that they could write a paragraph
about the poet. This was a simple, short research activity for the students which should
help them with research in the future. The students also had to think critically for this
project. That also is very beneficial to the students. Overall, I really enjoyed completing
this project with the students. I believe the students and I all had fun completing the
project, and we all also learned from it.
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Mirror
By J. Patrick Lewis
What I am telling you now is interesting things
about J. Patrick Lewis. He was bom in 1948. His
parents were Leo and Mary Lewis. He has written
many poems like Dust Jacket, Asian Passion, Twit,
The Red Army Colonel Drunk on New Years Eve,
The Difference, Late Marriage, Ecstatics, and Mirror.
Those are a lot of facts.
This is about the summary of the poem. The
summary of the poem is basically a person looking
into a mirror. It goes on for a little bit about thinking
that it just winked. It also mentioned that its
reflection is fluttering its eyelid. Well, that's the
summary.
This part is about the meaning of the poem. The
meaning is that what you do, your reflection does. If
you wink, so does your reflection. If you dance, your
reflection does the very same thing at the very same
time you do. Well, there was the meaning.
Thank You
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"Nellie and Bill"
Haley5
Jim Aylesworth is a native to
Jacksonville, FI. He is now living in Chicago,
IL. He was a 1st grade teacher at Oak Park,
IL. He loves children and writing book's. Jim
is very good with children.
My summery would be it is a great poem.
If you like food you will like this poem. It is
very interesting. This poem is very funny.
That is my summery of my poem.
The meaning is that if there is someone
stubborn you know don't stop smiling. I
believe it is the meaning because in the poem
Nellie never stopped smiling. I think you have
to pick your own meaning because there is so
many different meanings. That is what I
think was a good answer. That is the meaning
that I choose.

Leland B. Jacobs
By KennatiZ• •
Leland B. Jacobs was born in 1907. During his career as an author he wrote more
than forty story and poetry books for children. He also trained teachers at Ohio State
University, teaching literature, language arts, and early childhood classes. Mr. Jacobs
was the author of numerous journal articles and books and was an international lecturer
and consultant. He died in 1992.
The poem I read by Leland Jacobs is titled "Autumn Leaves." It is about the fall
and what it looks like when the leaves are falling to the ground. It basically tells you that
it is fall and green, yellow, red, and brown leaves are blanketing the town. The part of
the poem I like the best is [" ... Big leaves, little leaves pointed leaves, and round. Falling,
nestling, carpeting the ground."] I like this part because the author compares the leaves
to different things like carpet.
I think that the meaning of my poem is that fall is beautiful. You should enjoy the
falling leaves. Just look at all of the colors of the leaves. You just need to enjoy fall
while it lasts.

"The Bear Story"

James Whitcomb Riley was one of the greatest poets ever. James hometown
was Greenfield, IN. He was born in 1849 and died in 1916. James had trouble
academically but possessed a talent for language. He died of stroke. James
Whitcomb Riley is my favorite poet.

"The Bear Story" is about a boy who goes into the woods hunting, along the
way he meets two bears. He climbs in a sycamore tree and goes to the very tip top.
He shoots the little bear, making the big bear mad and the big bear climbs the tree.
The boy hid in a hole in the tree and the bear can't find him. The bear falls and dies,
and the little bear got up because he was just playing dead. The boy waits in the tree
until morning, he ate apples all night because it was an apple tree. In the morning the
little bear tries to shoot the boy but holds the gun backwards and kills itself.

I think the poet is trying to say that you can change the poem around. James
changes several things in the poem, like the tree, that the gun didn't break, and the
little bear dying. He really knows how to rhyme words well. James is sometimes
hard to understand because of the way he rights. I think James Whitcomb Riley is
very smart and kind.
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James Whitcome Riley was a great poet. He
has written many great poems. -Lots of them
were story poems. He always put a lot of
thought and worked very hard on his poems.
Even if he wrote poems that use words that we
don't say today. I think his poems are still great.
The story is about how he meets this girl.
He talks about some stories about them. He
talks about how beautiful and cute she is. He
also talks about what might happen in the
future. He really liked this girl.
The meaning of the poem is that love is
something that is great. You can't even rap it up
or put it in a bag. It is special. It is something
you can't describe unless it hits you. That's what
the poem means.

"Love song"
By Arnold Adoff

Evan#17

My poem is called "Love Song". It is about
deserts. Like cake, pudding, chocolate, and cookies.
It makes your mouth water when you read it. Or it
makes you laugh. It is a good poem.
The poet's name is Arnold Adoff. He has
written a lot of food books. He is a good poet. I
like his poems. I think they're funny. I think they
have good food in them.
I think this poem doesn't have a meaning.
Except aJi the foods he loves. It kind of means
that even desert taste good doesn't mean it's good
for you. Or it means he likes chocolate. But how
doesn't? I like it.

"The Ascent at the Diner"
By James
Stevenson
James Stevenson was born in the 1930's. His mother's
name was Winifred and he had a brother named Eric. His
father was a bugler in WWI, but also went back into service
for WWII. James was only 10 years old at the time. He has
now written and illustrated over 100 books, most of which
are picture books. He puts more detail into drawing objects
than most people do.
I think that the poem "The Ascent at the Diner" is
supposed to be why a toothpick is put on a cheeseburger.
Mr. Stevenson used the viewpoint of a very little person to
narrate his theory. His theory is that when the little person
reaches the top, he puts a "flag" on top of the bun like an
explorer might do ifhe's claiming a mountain. (It really is a
toothpick with Cellophane on top.) The little person climbs
over a lot of stuff to get there. Some of these things are: the
bottom bun, mayo, mustard, meat, lettuce, onions, pickles,
top bun, and chips on the side.
I think that Mr. Stevenson was trying to cleverly
explain how a toothpick gets on top ofa cheeseburger. He
is giving his humorous opinion on why the toothpick is
there. I think he does it in his own creative way. It is really
easy to comprehend what the message is he is trying to tell
you. He leaves lots of context clues, and illustrates with
words and drawings.
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